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Guest Bloggers!
Kelly CooK & tina CraiG of top 

fashion blog BaG snoB
  verify the new it BaGs.

t’s been said their bag recommendations are akin to 
a priest’s blessing, and their unabashed reviews can 
make or break a bag and the brand behind it. Who bet-
ter to drop by and answer the burning question:

“If you only bought ONE bag this season, 
which would it be?”

Kelly Cook
I see a lot of bags. So 
for me to narrow my 
choices down to ONE 
lonely bag is almost 
impossible. But this 

Zagliani Large Puffy Bag in python skin 
($3,165 at brownsfashion.com) is my clear fa-
vorite. The shape is classic and ladylike but 
the puffiness makes it show-stopping. I love 
python for the texture but also for the natural 
skin pattern, which a lot of designers tend to 
gloss over. It’s splashy yet still very refined.   

tina Craig
Céline’s Luggage Tote in  
leopard pony hair ($2,500 at 
305.866.1888) is a timeless 
neutral that goes with abso-
lutely everything.

Not since the Chloé Pad-
dington have we seen such 
frenzy. We first reported on it 
last March and it’s become 
the most sought after bag in 
the fashion world and in Hol-

lywood. The credit is due to my personal hero, 
Phoebe Philo. We sobbed when she abruptly 
left Chloé to focus on her young family and 
when news of her taking over the helm at Cé-
line broke, we danced with glee knowing the 
return of Phoebe meant the return of It bags! 
Not the kind of trendy It bags that pass with 
the change of the season, but the kind of bag 
that makes us weak in the knees and causes 
us sleepless nights until we possess It. I’m 
so in love with my new bag that I have not 
parted with it since it arrived. 

e first crossed 
paths with pint-
sized Treasure 
Madonna five 

years ago in Houston, when word trav-
eled about the nomadic-natured creator 
of hyper-cool, tattered clutches. Since 
then, she’s gone Hollywood, setting up 
shop in L.A. and dabbling in online fash-
ion and entertainment reporting. We’re 
crazy about her hip, washed, shredded 
lambskin clutches, almost as much as 
her refusal to pick just one career hustle!

Get hip with punchy, 
ripped bags that are 
chic, edGy, But 
not overly 
Cutesy.

Treasure Madonna “abigail” cluTches
$245
houseoftreasuremadonna.com
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